Mallory magneto wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of mallory ignition wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified standard pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the
circuit as streamlined forms, as well as the power and also signal links between the tools. A
wiring diagram generally gives information about the relative position as well as plan of tools
and terminals on the gadgets, to help in building or servicing the gadget. A pictorial
representation would certainly reveal extra detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram
utilizes a more symbolic symbols to stress affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring
diagram is typically utilized to troubleshoot troubles and also to make sure that the connections
have been made and that every little thing exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it
to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a sort of schematic which
makes use of abstract photographic icons to reveal all the affiliations of components in a
system. Wiring layouts are comprised of two things: symbols that stand for the parts in the
circuit, and also lines that stand for the connections in between them. From circuitry
representations, you understand the relative location of the components and how they are
linked. Wiring representations mainly reveals the physical setting of components and also links
in the built circuit, yet not necessarily in logic order. It highlights on the format of the wires.
Schematics highlight on how circuits function logically. To check out a wiring diagram, initially
you need to know what fundamental aspects are consisted of in a wiring diagram, as well as
which photographic signs are utilized to represent them. The common aspects in a wiring
diagram are ground, power supply, cord and connection, outcome tools, switches, resistors,
logic entrance, lights, etc. A line represents a cord. Cables are used to link the elements with
each other. There need to be a tale on the wiring diagram to inform you what each color means.
A collection circuit is a circuit in which elements are connected along a solitary path, so the
current flows via one part to obtain to the following one. In a collection circuit, voltages add up
for all parts connected in the circuit, and also currents are the same via all parts. A great wiring
diagram should be practically proper and also clear to check out. Take treatment of every detail.
The layout ought to reveal the correct instructions of the positive and also unfavorable
terminals of each part. Utilize the appropriate symbols. Discover the meanings of the
fundamental circuit signs and select the proper ones to use. Some of the icons have actually
close look. You have to be able to tell the distinctions before applying them. Draw linking cords
as straight lines. Use a dot to indicate line joint, or use line leaps to indicate cross lines that are
not attached. Label components such as resistors and capacitors with their worths. Make
certain the text placement looks clean. Unsportsmanshiplike Conduct - There's a cheater in
every sport, and competition tractor pulling is no different. Honest pullers who ignore the
cheater s are fools. And when there's prize money involved, a fool and their money are soon
parted. Anyway, to make competition pulling a fun and fair sport for the entire family, be
protective of your equipment! While at the pulls, keep an eye on your killswitch plug! This is one
of the easiest, dishonest and sneaky ways to disable and sabotage a competitor's tractor. All a
cheater needs is an opportunity in an attempt to gain an advantage on the track. This is also the
fastest way for a pulling association or club to gain a bad reputation and lose honest pullers.
Bad news travels fast. This type of behavior doesn't happen often, but you need to be prepared
if or when it does happen. To be prepared for this unforeseeable extra killswitch plug with you.
This kind of dishonest behavior doesn't happen often, but you need to be prepared if or when it
does happen. Keep an eye on your carburetor, too! Always try to stay one step ahead of a
cheater. Because there's cheaters in every sport, and nobody likes a cheater, not even cheaters
themselves! But then again, if the winning tractor is suspected of cheating on the track illegal
fuel, engine, weight, etc. But only if it's enforced by the pulling association. Remember cheating is devious theft with a sly smirk. They change their rules so often, they might as well
just write them in pencil! Safety First! Fabricating a Killswitch - [Top of Page] First of all, in
order to kill both the [battery-powered] ignition system and electric fuel pump, the tractor will
need a heavy duty, "connect the wires yourself" 3-prong electrical male plug and matching
female receptacle. About 4 feet length of minimum 14 gauge 2-wire lamp cord will also be
needed. Connect the wires so both the battery-powered ignition system and electric fuel pump
circuits will be disabled when the plug is pulled from the receptacle. This will complete the
circuit to power the battery-powered ignition system and electric fuel pump. Don't run any wires
outside the plug. The neutral prong will help secure the plug in the receptacle when pulling.
Securely fasten a medium size steel key ring on the end of the male plug so the hook on the
killswitch pull cable can connect to it. Connect each wire of the 2-wire lamp cord to each
terminal inside the female receptacle. Do not connect any wire to the neutral terminal. For
safety, install an inline fuse holder within easy access or an automatic circuit breaker with a
minimum 5 amp rating in case the 2-wire lamp cord becomes shorted to ground. By doing this,
if a short occurs, the fuse will need to be replaced, and the circuit breaker will automatically

reset itself until the short is fixed. Test the killswitch with the engine running and fuel pump
working by pulling on the steel ring to make sure it works as it should. Or for a self-energizing
magneto or solid state electronic ignition system, or battery-powered ignition system, the
"grounding" type of kill switch can be used. This is actually a break-away safety kill switch for
an ATV, jet ski, boat or towing trailer. When the pin is pulled, it grounds the ignition coil from
producing any spark, instantly killing the engine. NOTE: With battery-powered ignition, as soon
as the pin is pulled the engine will die , immediately shut off the ignition switch to prevent
power going to the ignition coil and electronic ignition module if equipped with crank-trigger
ignition to keep from over-heating and burning up. This type of switch will not disable power to
the electric fuel pump on a pulling tractor. Ignition Solutions - Spark-ignited engines requires a
spark to initiate burning of the air-fuel mixture in the combustion chamber. The spark in each
cylinder is provided by a spark plug and is actually a flow of electrical current through the air
and fuel vapor between the closely spaced electrodes of the spark plug. The resistance of air is
very high. Therefore, a 15, to 30,volt potential across the gap is used to fire the plug. Typically,
the ignition system must supply this high voltage from a 12 volt DC power source, such as a
storage battery. Moreover, the spark must begin at the proper point in the cycle and must be of
sufficient duration. Whenever a manufacturer wants to sell their latest fancy ignition system,
they run a bench test that shows that their unit puts out more voltage than the other guy's. If
you read enough ads with claims of extremely high available voltage, you may begin to think
that voltage is the only thing necessary to make an ignition system the best in the world. After
all, if ignition "A" puts out more voltage than ignition "B", the one you would want is "A", right?
Sorry, but that isn't necessarily so. Ignition "A" may put out more voltage, but is it more
mechanically dependable than ignition "B"? When it's dry, it'll wear prematurely, effecting
ignition timing, resulting in loss of engine power. For the record, "condenser" is an age old
term, and "capacitor" is a newer term for the same device. Ignition capacitors are still
commonly called condensers. If the condenser is loose in its bracket, the bracket can be
squeezed slightly with large pliers to be made oblong or egg-shaped, and then the condenser
will remain tight inside it. Which will allow the engine to idle well, but run erratically when
revved up. The importance of extremely high secondary voltage for more performance have
been somewhat overplayed. In perfect condition, a good spark plug wire and spark plug with a
gap of. If an ignition could produce more than that, then the extra voltage would escape through
a leaking spark plug wire, a small crack in the ignition coil tower, etc. Besides, an average
engine simply just doesn't need that much voltage. If a plug require only 10, volts to jump its
gap, then a "Super Coil" that's advertised to produce 40, volts will produce just 10, volts for that
same plug under the same conditions. An ignition coil advertised to produce 40, volts may have
the potential to do it, but unless everything is in excellent condition, only a fraction of that
voltage would reach the spark plug. As a spark plug's electrodes wear, its gap increases, so
more voltage is required from the ignition coil before the spark is able to jump across the gap. If
uncorrected, the gap eventually increases to the point where the plug requires more voltage
than the coil can produce. Of course, no spark plug electrode will ever wear that wide. What
Exactly is Coil Saturation? While electricity itself moves extremely fast, it takes time for the
changing magnetic fields in a coil to develop the full potential current and voltage. In other
words, electricity moves much faster than magnetism. This is a way of saying that the induced
voltage stepped up voltage does not develop instantaneously. To keep things simple, think of
the coil as an energy storage device that can be "charged up" and "discharged" in a manner
similar to a battery. It takes time for the magnetic field of the secondary windings in the coil to
"charge" at full RPM, a condition that is called coil saturation. Similarly, it takes time for the coil
to discharge some quantity of its electrical energy as it fires a spark plug. This allows an engine
to rev up at higher RPM. When maximum current flow is present in a winding, a maximum
magnetic field is present and the coil winding is considered saturated. Saturation of the primary
windings only occurs if the ignition primary switching device provides a ground path long
enough to allow maximum current flow 5. Go here for more information: Saturation magnetic.
Most conventional stock ignitions are designed to provide a strong spark up to a relatively low
engine speed. With Kohler engines running in modified form, they will get up as high as 9, RPM.
But at high RPM or wide open throttle with the ignition points system, the points open and close
so quickly that the coil's primary winding has less time to absorb voltage. As a result, with the
stock system, secondary voltage to the plug decreases and the engine won't run to full speed
wide open throttle or it may sputter just when victory is in sight. However, for most garden
pulling tractors, a stock ignition system that's in good condition will provide plenty of spark.
There are 5 types of ignition systems that's used on all small gas engines, rather if it's a 2- or
4-cycle engine: Magneto Ignition is a self-energizing system with mechanically-operated contact
points, which are two metal contacts with a corrosion-resistant coating made of platinum, silver

or tungsten, that open and close, just like an OFF and ON switch. They do not need 12 volts of
power because this will burn it up. The ignition timing for the magneto ignition is the same as
for the battery ignition. It's set or adjusted by widening or narrowing the gap of the breaker
points. This advances or retards the ignition timing. With the engine not running, use an
ohmmeter d make sure the battery is fully charged or a battery-powered test light in the ignition
points only the points will act as a switch or an automotive strobe timing light with the engine
running to set the ignition timing on a magneto system, but a 12 volt battery must be available
to power the timing light. The timing light connects to the battery and spark plug wire. Because
of their compactness and no need for an outside power source, magneto ignition is very
popular on virtually all small engine equipment. How magneto coils produce a spark. All
self-energizing magneto ignition systems get their power from the magnets on the flywheel,
which generates an electrical charge in the primary windings of the coil. This is how the spark is
made. If a battery is used to power a magneto ignition, it would burn up the coil instantly. Only
battery-powered ignition systems, such as on virtually all vintage automobiles, antique farm
tractors, garden tractors, etc. And no charging system is required with a magneto ignition
system. The charging system is only required to recharge the battery and provide power to fully
energize electrical accessories, such as the [battery-powered] ignition system, electric PTO
clutch, lighting, etc. The same ignition points and spark plug can be used. Due to the higher
output automotive coil, the spark plug gap can be set at. And with battery ignition, the engine
will need a reliable charging system to keep the battery fully charged to crank the engine and so
the ignition will produce a strong spark. Please click here if you need a kit to convert an engine
to the battery ignition system. But the universal electronic transistorized ignition module don't
require that the flywheel magnets be re-polarized. If a spark doesn't occur, simply reverse the
wire connections, then it should produce a spark. On engines with a magneto ignition, I believe
the best thing to do is install one a universal electronic transistorized ignition module and your
ignition problems should be no more. Sometimes I have to set the ignition points as close as.
But this makes the timing so retarded, the engine lacks power. The engine then has a strong
spark , starts quicker and produce a lot more power. The module sets the timing right where it
needs to be. I always get a good spark with battery ignition. Instead, a trigger module containing
solid state electronics performs the same function as the breaker points. Because there are no
breaker points in this system, there are no requirements for ignition timing on a small engine.
Just like magneto ignition, solid state electronic ignition is self-energizing. Therefore, it does
not require an outside electrical source, such as a battery. Solid state electronic ignition is
pretty much maintenance free, with very few parts to wear out or become defective. Solid state
electronic ignition is used on virtually all small engines built from to present date. Breakerless
ignition is a technology that is still in use today in the form of magnetic pickup coils or
proximity sensors used in various small engines and automotive engines. Kohler's Breakerless
Ignition and Tecumseh's Solid State Ignitions are their version of a flywheel-trigger electronic
ignition system as described further down in this website. They operate basically on the same
general principle as my flywheel-trigger electronic ignition systems except they are
self-generating and do not require 12 volts of power. A trigger module containing solid state
electronics performs the same function as the breaker points. Because there are no breaker
points in either of these systems, there are no requirements for ignition timing. The Module
Sensor, as part of the Breakerless Ignition system, and Tecumseh's Solid State Electronic
Module are energized by two separate windings ignition generator coils on the electrical system
charging stator if equipped on certain engines under the flywheel. Breakerless and Solid State
Electronic Ignition are pretty much maintenance free, with very few parts to wear out or become
defective. But when they do fail, OEM replacement parts can be very expensive or may no
longer be available. My crank-trigger and flywheel-trigger electronic ignition kits can replace a
defective Breakerless or Solid State Electronic Ignition system for a fraction of the cost of OEM
parts, and may very well outlast the life of the engine, with replacement parts readily available.
Do not touch this wire terminal with one bare hand and the engine itself with your other hand
while the engine is running! It is not needed for any of my crank-trigger and flywheel-trigger
electronic ignition systems. So snip off this wire or tape up the terminal to prevent a short
circuit or electrocution. All transistorized ignition systems require 12 volts DC of power. It
requires a 12 volt DC source battery to power the system. Ford Motor Company's transistorized
ignition system was originally offered on various Ford vehicles from to , which is no longer
available. MSD Performance also offers a transistorized breaker point ignition module that
allows the ignition points to last longer. Two things to take into consideration about using a
transistorized breaker point ignition system is if an engine sits for a long period of time, the
ignition points contacts may become oxidized because there's not enough "spark" or electrical
current going between the contacts to burn away the oxidation. Another drawback is being the

transistorized breaker point ignition system requires mechanical operation of the ignition
points. If the ignition points lobe on the camshaft is worn or becomes worn overtime, this would
retard the ignition timing severely, resulting in loss of engine power. There is no way to avoid
this except to install my flared-end ignition points pushrod or thread a stainless steel nut on
one end of the OEM ignition points pushrod. The flared-end or nut makes contact with the sides
of the worn ignition points lobe on the camshaft. And the entire engine must be completely
disassembled so the flared-end ignition points pushrod or nut-on-ignition points-pushrod can
be installed from inside the crankcase. This pushrod allows maximum opening of the points so
the ignition timing can be set at factory specifications. There are ignition products called the
Trandenser II and PointSaver which are fine products in my opinion , but these will NOT prevent
the points lobe on the camshaft from possibly wearing, which will retard the ignition timing
overtime and making timing advancement impossible. Besides, connecting a 1. The coil will still
produce a strong spark, too. Battery Ignition is an electrically-powered analog system with
mechanically-operated contact ignition points. Battery ignition is used on most older garden
tractors, farm tractors and virtually all older pre automobiles. Virtually all large engines farm
tractors and automobiles that's built from the mids use crank-trigger electronic ignition or a
system similar to crank-trigger electronic ignition. FYI - The electronic ignition control modules
that's mentioned in this website are designed for older automobiles with a mechanical timing
advance flyweights built into the distributor. The newer control modules that retards and
advances the ignition timing use multiple sensors, one to tell the module that the engine isn't
running. Therefore, it retards the timing at TDC so the engine will start easier. And another
sensor to send the signal that the engine is running, and then another sensor to advance the
timing several degrees BTDC so the engine will produce full power. The distributor for these
don't have or require mechanical timing flyweights. By the way - for a pulling tractor that has
engine-mounted starter motor but no charging system, it's best to use a quality-made
automotive battery. Not only because an automotive battery holds a charge longer to crank
even the highest compression engine after several pulls, they can provide plenty of power to a
battery-powered ignition system for a stronger spark for better engine performance. Information
about Ignition Coils - Some ignition coils have an internal resistor, while others rely on an
external ballast resistor normally white ceramic block 3 to 4 inches long or a resistor wire in the
wiring circuit to limit the current flowing through the primary windings within the coil from the
volt power source. The 1. Therefore, it's best to test the coil's internal ohms resistance to make
sure. And most common ballast resistors used for ignition systems come in: 0. A ballast
resistor may not be needed with many new coils because most of them nowadays have an
internal resistor. And using a resistor effects the voltage output of the coil very little. It only
prevents premature burning of the ignition points contacts. This cause the resistor to operate at
a higher temperature, which could overheat and damage the windings within the coil. This is
important for the life of the ignition points. The absence of the resistor will, without a doubt,
increase voltage to the spark plugs, and will likely reduce the life of the ignition points in a
mechanical ignition points ignition system. The plastic lever that one half of the ignition points
contacts is fasten to could also melt or become deformed due to the excessive heat from the
high voltage going through the ignition points in absence of a ballast resistor. But the Chrysler
control module requires a ballast resistor to prevent from burning up. Also, most stock coils
produce more than enough voltage when used with even the hottest high performance engines,
especially with crank-trigger and flywheel-trigger electronic ignition. Only the ground wire on
magneto and solid state ignition coils must be grounded for it to work. The primary windings is
also connected through an internal resistor to the secondary windings and to the spark plug,
which is grounded. This is how coils complete the circuit to make a spark. One way to test the
primary windings in a coil to find if it's in good condition is with a digital multimeter DMM,
DVOM set on the ohms d reading. The accuracy of testing a coil is more complicated when
performed with an analog multimeter. But not all coils will test good this way! With certain coils,
the secondary windings will show no resistance, which will be a false indication that it's a
defective coil. Therefore, the best way to test a coil to find if it's in good condition to produce a
strong spark is with three jumper wires with alligator clips , a battery-ignition condenser and a
fully charged 12 volt battery, preferably metal conductor spark plug wire and a known good
spark plug. This simulates the opening and closing of the ignition points. A spark should occur
at the spark plug's tip each time the jumper wire taps the ground. If no spark, then the coil is
defective or recheck the connections. FYI - The blue color is made by burning of nitrogen and
oxygen in the atmosphere when they are energized, and the snapping sound is breaking of the
sound barrier resulting in a very tiny sonic boom released from the rapid burning and explosion
of the nitrogen and oxygen. It takes about 10,, volts to fire the average spark plug in an engine
when under a heavy load at wide open throttle. It will NEVER produce the maximum voltage it

was designed for through the metal core wire and copper core plug. Single- or twin-cylinder
small engines with only one or two metal core spark plug wires don't produce enough
radio-air-waves to cause static on most radios and TVs. But a metal core conductor spark plug
wire will never lose voltage. It will last indefinitely. Personally, I think this is the most ridiculous
spark tester I have ever seen. The reason being is if the spark plug itself is defective, the inline
ignition spark plug tester will show a false indication that the entire ignition system is
malfunctioning. And a good spark plug will show only if the ignition system is working or not. It
will not show the strength of the ignition system or ignition coil. May have to perform this test in
the shade because it may be hard to see the spark in bright sunlight. An ignition system in good
condition is supposed to produce a snappy-sounding strong blue spark. To test the strength of
the ignition system, it's best use either a fixed ignition spark tester or an adjustable ignition
strength tester , like the ones pictured to the right. FYI - It takes 1,, volts to jump a gap of 30 feet.
However, on engines with battery ignition, there's really no need to crank the engine to check
for spark. What can be done is momentarily and lightly connect the ignition points contacts with
a small metal object, such as the tip of a screwdriver. As an older, experienced mechanic once
said: "Sometimes carburetor problems are electrical. There is also another old saying:
"Sometimes ignition problems are mechanical. Remove and test the condition of the original
spark plug in the engine. With the spark plug wire connected, place the spark plug on a metal
engine part, and while cranking the engine, observe for spark at the spark plug's tip. If there's a
red or white spark, then the spark plug is definitely fouled and needs replacing. But if there's no
spark, then the spark plug may or may not be fouled, or the ignition system may be faulty. Use a
new copper core spark plug to test for spark. The new spark plug should have a loud,
snappy-sounding brilliant blue spark. Or connect the spark plug wire to a fixed ignition spark
tester or an adjustable ignition strength tester to check for spark. If no spark, check for a
sheared aluminum flywheel key. Install new key if sheared. If still no spark, check the condition
of the ignition wiring kill wire , spark plug wire, ignition switch, safety switches and for correct
or faulty connections. If still no spark, check if the magnet on the flywheel is cracked. If it is,
then the flywheel will need to be replaced. If still no spark, clean the points contacts or replace
the points if excessively worn or burnt. FYI - Sometimes oxidation will form on points contacts
from sitting in storage. This happens A LOT on ignition points, small engine and automotive.
Use a clean steel fingernail file to remove the oxidation between the points contacts, then drag a
piece of clean lint-free paper through the points contacts while they are closed to remove any
left-over residue. Do not use sanding material, such as sandpaper or emery cloth, to clean
ignition points contacts! These will leave a gritty residue between the contacts, causing a faulty
connection. If still no spark, check that the ignition points gap is set at. In rare cases, when
cranking the engine and the ignition points don't open enough or don't open at all, the ignition
points lobe on the camshaft may be excessively worn. If still no spark, or if the engine runs
poorly or will idle but will not rev up, everything with the ignition system checks out great and
all hope is lost, convert the engine for use with a battery-powered or custom-made electronic
ignition system. If no spark, test the condition of the ignition wiring kill wire , spark plug wire,
ignition switch, safety switches and for correct or faulty connections. FYI - if the solid state
ignition system is in good condition, the engine will still produce a spark even with a sheared
aluminum flywheel key. If still no spark, the solid state electronic ignition coil with molded-in
module may need replacing. Always use a new copper core spark plug to test for spark. If no
spark, check the condition of the ignition wiring, spark plug wire, ignition switch, safety
switches and for correct or faulty connections. If still no spark, check if there's full 12 volts
going to the coil. If still no spark, clean the ignition points contacts with a steel fingernail file or
an ignition points file , or replace the ignition points if excessively worn or burnt. FYI - Do not
use sanding material, such as sandpaper or emery cloth, to clean ignition points contacts! A
thin, steel ignition points file or steel fingernail file is the only way to thoroughly remove any
debris or oxidation from ignition points contacts. So first of all, it's best to check for a sheared
flywheel key. Because the last person who replaced the flywheel may not have cleaned the
flywheel and crankshaft tapers, which could cause the flywheel to slip on the crankshaft. This
will make the ignition out of time with the engine. But if the flywheel key is in good condition, try
disconnecting the kill wires from the ignition coils and see if the coils produce a spark. Of the
coils connects to a module, it could be bad. Or maybe something is grounding out the ignition
kill wire s. If there's still a weak or no spark, then the ignition coils are obviously bad. The
magnet in the flywheel rarely get weak. So there's really no need to worry about it. And if
replacement OEM coils or ignition parts are no longer available, the only thing to do is convert
the engine to crank-trigger or flywheel-trigger electronic ignition. The magnet in the flywheel
can be used to energize a couple of hall effect proximity sensors. An adapter bracket will need
to be fabricated to mount the proximity sensors in place of each coil. And two ignition coils will

need to be used, one for each cylinder. A degree wheel, dial indicator and piston stop will need
to be used to indicate exactly where the spark needs to occur so the timing can be set precisely
for each piston. But if the coil require an external resistor ballast resistor , connect the wires as
shown below The obvious and visual differences in these coils is by the height of the center
tower. In most cases, it's not capable of producing enough volts to short out jump to the small
terminals. The size of the resistor allows for full coil saturation so the ignition points will last
longer and so the engine will rev up to full speed wide open throttle , and if it's for crank-trigger
or flywheel-trigger electronic ignition , to prevent from burning up the control module. Virtually
all canister coils look the same on the outside. The only sure way to tell what the ohms
resistance for virtually any ignition coil is with a multimeter set on the ohms d resistance. But
some coils are marked with printing on the casing to indicate their ohms resistance, and
sometimes the wording may not be accurate, or it may read: "Use With External Resistor". Click
or tap here to learn how to test the ohms resistance in a coil. If you've ever experienced the
metal strap on an ignition coil of breaking due to normal engine vibration especially at higher
RPM or wide open throttle and because the metal itself is too thin, then what you need to do is
either fabricate a strap made of thicker metal, or install two coil straps as shown in the picture
to the right, and be sure to fasten the straps securely. This will double the life of the clamps and
lessen the chances of either strap of ever breaking again. Ever had a good run going down the
track and all of a sudden the engine dies, and you found the cause was the [failed] ignition coil?
Well, chances are, it wasn't designed for use on a garden pulling tractor, especially when the
engine is ran at wide open throttle. Even new oil-filled canister coils have been known to fail in a
very short time on a garden pulling tractor. The reason some coils fail is due to normal single
cylinder engine vibration running at high RPM or wide open throttle. The tiny wires or windings
inside the coil will vibrate and break over time. Even the insulation on the windings themselves
will "rub" or scrape against the other internal wires, resulting in a short, and eventual coil
failure. The epoxy holds the wires solid, resulting in no vibration of the windings whatsoever.
Most epoxy coils produce up to 45, volts, too. So for the little difference in price, accept no
substitutes! Epoxy coils are most reliable for use on a garden pulling tractor. To prevent
prematurely burning the ignition points, it's best to check the coil with a digital multimeter to
determine if it require an external resistor or not. A coil with a 1. And a coil with a 3. And coil
with a 0. Any ignition coil with a 1. But to use a 6 volt coil in a 12 volt ignition system, simply
use a minimum 1. The coil should produce a strong spark , operate cool to the touch and last
longer. The ignition points should last a long time, too. A battery ignition coil with a primary
resistance of 0. Coils that are around 2. Coils between 4 and 6 ohms are also internally ballasted
and do not require a ballast resistor, and have low voltage output of about 12,, volts. Primary
resistance is a function of impedance and the lower it is, the faster the rise and fall time of the
primary magnetic field and the greater its strength, causing a much higher induced voltage at
the secondary winding. A ballast resistor is a way of allowing the use of a much lower
impedance coil 1. This almost doubles the coil's output, which, in turn allows for wider plug
gaps, so that it can ignite much richer fuel mixtures with the more energetic spark. Ballast and
ignition resistor s with a higher ohm s value are known as "Point Savers. A 12 volt ignition coil
with a 3. Install the 1. This will allow the ignition points to possibly last the life of the engine.
Because the increased resistance allows a very low current flow of electricity pass through the
ignition points contacts, resulting in much less electrical arcing of the contacts. This will
drastically reduce the premature burning away of the platinum coating on the ignition points
contacts. The ignition system will still provide a strong spark because an average small engine
requires only a fraction of voltage from the coil. This is how they produce more voltage to
create a stronger spark. When using 2 condensers, connect the wire of each condenser to the
negative terminal on the coil and ground the bodies of the condensers. To use the coil, simply
install a [1. Popping out the exhaust is probably because of a weak spark. Causes of Ignition
Coil Failures - Most battery-powered ignition coils will last the life of an engine. But if a quality
coil keeps going bad for no apparent reason, then there are three things that will cause this.
They are Lack of a ballast resistor or a resistor wire before the coil. If the coil requires one.
Having an amp gauge installed is very important in monitoring the charging system to prevent
premature failure of electrical components. By the time you smell something burning or see
smoke, it may be too late. If a garden tractor is equipped with an automotive battery , it may
have a dead cell or all the cells are weak defective battery. Unlike in an automobile, and if the
starter motor is in good condition, a weak automotive battery will have more than enough
cranking amps to crank over a small, single- or two-cylinder engine with no problem, and a drop
in the battery's cranking amps wouldn't be that noticeable while cranking the engine to start it.
Whether if it's in a garden tractor or an automobile, an automotive battery with a dead cell or
weak cells will cause the charging system to continually try to recharge the battery, but instead

of the battery taking full charge, the charging system will put too much voltage through the coil
for long periods of time, causing the primary windings within the coil to burn up. If an engine
has a battery-powered electronic ignition, this too, could burn up the electronic ignition control
module, burn out light bulbs and electrical accessories. To determine if a battery is defective,
use a load tester for sealed-top batteries, and for batteries with removable caps, test the
battery's acid condition with a hydrometer battery tester glass tube with floating balls [pocket
size] or a floating bulb [full size]; which are available at virtually any auto parts store. Although
rare, severe engine vibrations could cause the tiny wires inside the coil to break. Unfortunately,
some ignition coils don't last the life of the engine. Eventually, the increase in voltage will
overheat and eventually burn up the secondary windings within the coil, causing coil failure.
The coil burns out because one coil must fire two spark plugs at one time with the plug gaps set
at. With these size gaps, this is the same as firing one spark plug with a gap of. Most magneto
coils are not designed to produce this much voltage and may not last too long when they do.
The coil is forced to produce more voltage than is necessary to fire both plugs and this causes
the secondary windings within the coil to overheat and eventually burn out. And as the spark
plugs deteriorate with age, the coil is forced to produce even more voltage to make a spark
through the weak plugs. So to lessen the chance of a good coil going bad again , set the spark
plug gaps at. Dyno tests proved that the engine will still start quickly, idle smoothly, rev up
quickly to full RPM, run the same and produce just as much power at higher RPM as it did with
the. The paper box a new coil comes in can be used as a gauge. It has pretty much the same
thickness as a business card or poster board. Set the laminations to the flywheel magnet
clearance air gap at. And the easiest and most accurate way to set the air gap is to use a
business card, poster board, or part of the box the new coil came in. These measure about.
Place a strip of the paper or box between the coil's laminations and magnet in the flywheel and
allow the magnet to pull the laminations to it, then tighten the coil mounting screws securely.
Also, when a coil goes bad, save the spark plug wire s off the defective coil. The spark plug
gaps can be set at. Being a non-magnetic pickup coil will generate power as it passes the full
width of the North and South poles of the magnet, it will produce a double spark, which may
effect how the engine runs. The hall effect proximity sensor on the other hand will work better
because it's activated just off the South pole of the magnet, producing a single spark. And a
sturdy bracket will need to be fabricated to mount the sensor. The sensor will fire both cylinders
at the same time wasted spark. A Chrysler or Ford ignition control module will need to be used
with a single ignition coil with dual wires. The timing will need to be set just as the sensor
comes within the leading edge of the South pole of the magnet, so the engine will produce full
power. This is the same as saying that pure, undiluted automotive antifreeze coolant will freeze
solid in sub-zero freezing weather. It will NOT freeze! And despite of what you've probably
heard, putting sugar in the gas tank will NOT ruin the engine! Read about it here: snopes.
Perform a scientific test to prove to yourself and debunk the myths. I always do. Otherwise, the
engine will idle, but may not rev up. So either can be used on a small engine. First of all, avoid
using low cost, inferior quality or "cheapie" spark plugs! Also, since I began repairing small
engines in , I've heard great things about NGK spark plugs and how many people brag about
them, but in my personal experiences, I found that they are nothing but junk! Personally, before
installing the [correct type of] NGK spark plug in an engine, to remove all doubts about the
strength of the ignition system, I would check the [NGK] spark plug to verify if it has a
snappy-sounding strong blue spark, to which it had. Then after installing the plug, to my
surprise, it would foul-out develop a weak spark when priming the carburetor with gas and
cranking the engine to get it started! And if an engine did start, it would only run for a few
seconds before another [NGK] plug became fouled. I've had this happen with every NGK spark
plug! NGK spark plugs have also been known to cause a good ignition coil to fail prematurely. I
hate to say this about a product that many claim to be superior, but it's the honest truth. They
say that seeing is believing, and I believe this product to be inferior. If anyone has good luck or
results using NGK spark plugs, then perhaps they should purchase a winning lottery ticket, too.
And it's best to use new AC Delco, Autolite or Champion copper core spark plugs so the
ignition coil will last longer. These do not foul-out and they should last a long time. Also, it'll be
a good idea to avoid using resistor type spark plugs in a small engine with self-energizing
magneto or solid state electronic ignition. And unlike gasoline, alcohol fuels ethanol and
methanol will rarely foul spark plugs. And depending on which gas is burned in a competition
pulling engine, use only the type of spark plug that's recommended by the manufacturer of the
engine, even if it's a high performance engine. If the wrong or a different type of plug is used,
the engine will lose power, run erratically or may not start. The only time they need replacing is
when damaged beyond use. A spark plug wire can be tested with an analog multimeter set on
X1K ohms d resistance or a digital multimeter set on K ohms d resistance. Also, all ordinary

small engine spark plug wires have a stranded metal core conductor wire and are considered
high performance because they have zero ohms resistance. Any spark plug wire, rather if it's a
real-known brand name or aftermarket, should always be tested for it's ohms resistance. The
best way to determine if a spark plug wire has a carbon- or metal core conductor wire without
stripping the insulation away is with a set on the K ohms d setting for a digital multimeter or
x1K setting for an analog multimeter. Touch the multimeter leads together to adjust for analog
or take note of digital the zero resistance. Now connect the leads of the multimeter to the ends
of the spark plug wire. If the reading displays zero resistance, it's a metal core conductor plug
wire. On any ignition system, the coil produce is less voltage at idle or cruising speeds in an
automobile when the throttle plate is partially open, and when the throttle plate is opened more
or in the wide open throttle position to increase the engine's RPM, being the combustion
chamber is more air and fuel to build up more compression, the coil is forced to produce more
voltage to fire the spark s. Connect the leads of the meter to the terminals of the spark plug
wire, if it reads full scale, it's a metal conductor wire type. The same test can be performed on a
questionable spark plug, with accurate results. And remember - spark plug wires and spark
plugs are like women, it's what's on the inside that matters. And in my experience, it seems that
it makes no difference of what type of spark plug works best for gas or methanol fuel. But a
wider gap. And gas burns just fine with a standard gap of. And the use of a "cold", "medium", or
"hot" heat range of a spark plug doesn't matter in a pulling engine with a steel flywheel with no
fins because these engines have no cooling system to cool or extract the heat from the engine
and spark plug. When there's no cooling fins on a flywheel or with an electric fan not running to
cool the engine, nothing will cool the engine, except for a swift breeze on a cool, windy day. Did
you know that installing two spark plugs per cylinder doesn't help to increase the power output
of an engine whatsoever? Simply because one plug will be running hot exhaust side and the
other will be cool intake side. Engine power is generated from the heat source, because heat is
how an engine produce power. When the spark plug in the cylinder head is located over the
exhaust valve, this maintains the majority of the heat in the combustion chamber in one area.
When heat is maintained in one particular area in any given combustion chamber, the increase
in power will be much greater, especially at high RPM. Burning fuel within a combustion
chamber will "find" or locate the main heat source. The fuel will burn more thoroughly, allowing
the engine to produce more power at any RPM. If the plug is located in the center of the
combustion chamber, the incoming fuel could splash against the plug's tip and cause the
engine to misfire or run erratic at high speed, especially when burning methanol fuel. And the
plug could easily become fouled when burning gas, especially when the engine is cold. So it's
best to install just one spark plug positioned over the exhaust valve with the plug gap set at.
Because a. Indexing washers come in various thicknesses, and one of a certain thickness is
used to index the spark plug s. To know exactly where the open gap is when the spark plug is
installed in the head, use a black felt tip ink marker Sharpie , Magic Marker , Marks-A-Lot to
place a mark line on the porcelain in-line with the open gap at the tip of spark plug as shown in
the picture to the right. And on flat seat spark plugs, leave the original compression washer on
the spark plug and add the indexing washer s as needed until the open gap faces the piston.
Furthermore, when the spark plug in the cylinder head is located over the exhaust valve, this
maintains the majority of the heat in the combustion chamber in one area, instead of being
spread throughout the combustion chamber. Because when heat is maintained in one particular
area in any given combustion chamber, the increase in power will be much greater, especially at
high RPM. Burning fuel within a combustion chamber will seek out or "find" the main heat
source. And the plug could easily become fouled when burning gas, especially when the engine
is being choked or primed with fuel to start it when it's cold. Old Plank Rd. Columbia, MO
Missouri USA Phone: shop cell; text or when leaving a voice message, please speak slowly and
clearly. Please call Monday-Friday, except holidays, 9am to 5pm, Central time zone. If no
answer, please try again later. When speaking with Brian, please be patient because I stutter.
E-mail: pullingtractor aol. When you call, text, email or visit our shop, you will be dealing
directly with the owner for the best customer service. A-1 Miller's shop is open to the public
from 9am to 5pm, including weekends, except holidays. Please call before coming so I'll be here
waiting for your arrival. To know exactly where the open gap is when the spark plug is installed,
use a felt tip ink marker Sharpie , Magic Marker , Marks-A-Lot to place a mark line on the
porcelain in-line with the open gap at the tip of the spark plug as shown in the picture to the
right. And on flat seat spark plugs, l eave the original compression washer on the spark plug
and add the indexing washer s as needed so the open gap faces the piston. Available in the
following thicknesses:. Made of hardened steel. Made of copper. Therefore, it will need to be
tested to verify the resistance for it to work correctly with the connected device. If it's used
resistor, inspect the ceramic portion for signs of overheating. An overheated overloaded

resistor will be dark or blackened. Such a resistor should not be used. And most 12 volt ignition
coils have either an 1. All battery-ignition coils have an internal resistor and some coils require
an additional external resistor for two reasons: 1: to provide a stronger spark so a cold engine
will start quicker as the engine warms up, the resistor gradually drops the voltage to around 9
volts to the ignition points contacts so they will last longer, or to the electronic ignition control
unit to keep it from burning up ; and 2: to protect the primary windings from current spikes from
the charging generator or alternator. Anyway, the best way to determine the value of the resistor
is with a digital multimeter. When in doubt of the ohms value in a coil, etc. Therefore, the most
accurate and easiest way to test the ohms resistance of the before mentioned is with a digital
multimeter DMM, DVOM. Switch on the digital multimeter, plug the red test lead connector in the
V d receptacle, and plug the black test lead connector in the COM receptacle, then select the
ohms d setting. On some digital multimeters, resistance is denoted by the capital Greek letter
Omega d , which stands for ohms. Digital Ohmmeter Calibration: Touch the test leads together
and observe the reading on the display. Be sure to keep your fingers off the metal leads,
because your body could disrupt the resistance, resulting in an inaccurate reading. If the meter
shows slightly higher than 0. This figure will need to be subtracted from the reading of the
ballast resistor or resistor in the ignition coil. For example: If the resistor's resistance reading is
1. Do the arithmetic: 1. This calibration procedure applies only to resistance measurements
made in the ohms d setting of a digital Ohmmeter. It may take a few seconds for the Ohmmeter
to settle until it displays the lowest resistance in the electronic components. Make a note of this
reading. With the ballast resistor , resistor wire, coil or spark plug wire not connected to
anything, connect the test leads to the terminals on the ballast resistor, ends of the resistor
wire, small terminals on the coil or the terminals of the spark plug wire. Being there's no
polarity, it doesn't matter which terminals they're connected to. Again, be sure to keep your
fingers off the metal leads or terminals! The resistance in or of the item being tested will now be
displayed on the digital multimeter screen. Again, it may take a few seconds for the digital
multimeter to settle so it'll display the lowest resistance. This figure will need to be subtracted
from the resistance in the digital multimeter electronic components. If a spark plug wire has
more than 10 ohms of resistance per foot, avoid using it. Use a felt tip ink marker Sharpie
metallic silver permanent marker for dark colored coils and a Sharpie black permanent marker
for bright colored ballast resistors, coils or masking tape on resistor wires and spark plug wires
or paint marker to note on the ignition part its ohms resistance for future reference. I have the
knowledge, skills, all the tools and parts necessary to perform a quality job. I do not sell cheap
junk! Kohler owns some of the factories in China that make the parts. And most aftermarket
parts are also made by Kohler in China. Kohler just place the part s in a generic box and sell
them for less money. So when purchasing a genuine OEM Kohler part that comes in a box with
the Kohler name on it, you're really just paying more money for the name. And as far as some
parts being no longer available - either the parts didn't sell well or the EPA is trying to phase out
parts for the old cast iron block flathead engines because they produce more air pollution than
the newer OHV engines. Designed to convert a self-energizing magneto ignition system with
points and condenser into the more reliable and dependable electronic ignition. Will NOT work
with 12 volt battery-powered ignition systems. Module will burn up instantly when power is
supplied if connected to a 12 volt power source. Upgrade the magneto ignition system on
virtually any engine with the latest technology! It should be the end of your ignition problems.
Universal and high performance. This is a high performance ignition system that produce a very
strong spark, and by stabilizing the spark, much like my custom-made crank-trigger and
flywheel-trigger electronic ignition does, except the detectable target is the magnets on or
underneath the flywheel and the coil laminations. This module has a durable die-cast aluminum
housing. Weather-proof and very reliable. Ignition timing is automatically set. No "kick back"
and no timing adjustment required. Works excellent with virtually any magneto ignition coil!
Suitable for use with most 2 leg or 3 leg magneto coils and with a flywheel having one or two
magnets mounted internally or externally, and with coil mounted underneath or outside of
flywheel. Works great regardless of the polarity of the magnets, too. Works on most lawn
mowers, chain saws, trimmers, garden tillers, snow throwers, brush cutters, various one or two
cylinder outboard boat motors, etc. But will not work with most Stihl trimmers and chain saws,
or when the ignition coil is energized by a generator that gets its power from the magnet in the
flywheel, such as various outboard boat motors. If the engine ran, then the coil is obviously
good. They will not work with solid state electronic ignition CDI coils, battery ignition coils or
with flywheels having a ring of magnets mounted internally to which the ignition coil mounted
underneath flywheel also operates off of, such as the bigger aluminum block Tecumseh engines
8hp and up. Engines can't start under full compression and with advanced ignition timing. One
or the other must be "suppressed" in order for the engine to crank over without "kicking back"

to start. Either it needs to have an automatic compression release to relieve about half the
compression, then the compression will return to full upon start up, or the timing needs to be
positioned at TDC, then it can automatically advance upon start up. With the module, as each
magnet pass the coil, it'll produce a spark. And if the spark don't occur at the precise time with
the piston at a certain position in the cylinder, the engine will either "kick back" or will not run. If
the magnets for the charging system won't interfere with the magneto coil s , then these
modules should work well. But if the magneto coil s operate off the same magnets for the
charging system, then neither module won't work. The modules senses when the magnet pass
the coil and that's when it makes the spark. If a bunch of magnets continually pass the coil, then
the coil will produce an array of sparks. How the timing is automatically set and how it works:
First of all, with ignition points, the point gap determines where the ignition timing is set on
systems with a fixed or non-adjustable ignition coil. Therefore, the spark occurs when the
magnet in the flywheel pass the coil laminations the moment the ignition points open. But with
no ignition points, the magnet still pass the coil laminations at the same moment, which sends
an electrical current through a transistor and electronic components within these modules. This
current is sent in the form of a signal to the module; within, a transistor opens the primary
circuit in the coil and the spark occurs. Either module provides unlimited RPM. This module
should work very well with most magneto ignition coils. However, a new coil is recommended to
use with this module. If a used coil is utilized, a weak spark may occur. Connect the supplied
wire to one of the terminals on the module and to engine ground. The ignition coil has two small
wires coming out of it. Leave the original short wire connected grounded to the stator
laminations, and connect the wire that went to the points and condenser to the unused terminal
on the module. Remove the spark plug from the cylinder head, and connect the high tension
coil wire to a new spark plug positioned on a grounded metal part of the engine. Crank the
engine rapidly, and at the same time, observe for a blue, snappy spark. This is due to reverse
polarity in the flywheel magnet. NOTE: The alternative to using either of the items below is to
remove the ignition points and points pushrod, and place the pushrod on a hard, flat surface,
and use a hammer and sharp flat cold chisel to lightly create knurled raised marks midway on
the pushrod. Then reinstall the pushrod in the engine block with the hammer. The knurling will
retain the pushrod in the hole. Install with a medium size hammer; fits very tight. A-1 Miller's
part. An ingenious and innovative concept by Brian Miller. Please accept no advertised copycat
products of this kind. But I do appreciate them acknowledging my intelligence. Also fits
Tecumseh cast iron block engine models HH80, HH, HH with magneto or battery ignition use
without mounting bracket ; and Clinton engine models , , , use without mounting bracket. If it's
dry, it'll wear over time, effecting ignition timing, resulting in loss of engine power. High quality
aftermarket points without mounting bracket. Replaces Tecumseh part 's , A; and Kohler 47 S
reuse existing bracket. High quality aftermarket points with mounting bracket. Replaces Kohler
part 47 S; and Tecumseh part 's , A use without bracket. OEM Kohler points with mounting
bracket, part 47 S. Replaces Phillips or OEM slotted head adjustment screw in points. And due
to risk of stripping threads in the thin metal points bracket, do not over-tighten this adjustment
screw! Made of high strength black alloy steel. For use on Kohler competition pulling engines
only. An original and ingenious idea by Brian Miller. Phillips and Socket Allen Head screws with
split lock washers for mounting of ignition points and points cover on Kohler engines. These
type of screws make for easier fastening of points and points cover to engine block in
hard-to-get places than the OEM slotted head screws on garden tractors with a transverse
engine , such as older Bolens, belt-drive John Deere, Sears Suburban, Wheel Horse, etc. Each
screw replaces Kohler part XS. TIP: When installing a screw to keep it from falling out of the
screwdriver, for ordinary steel screws, temporarily magnetize the screwdriver by rubbing a
magnet along the length of the shank, or for stainless steel screws, apply a dab of grease in the
head of the screw. Ignition Points Pushrods. Measure accurately to determine if need replacing.
Stainless Steel. A-1 Miller's high quality aftermarket part. Replaces Kohler part 41 S. OEM
Kohler part 41 S. Install this special-made points pushrod when the points lobe on the camshaft
or breaker cam points lobe on models K, K and K is severely worn. Flared-end makes contact
with unworn areas sides of points lobe. This pushrod allows maximum opening of points so
ignition timing can be set at factory specifications. Can also be used with an unworn points lobe
for longer wear. The alternative to using this part is to install a custom-made flywheel- or
crank-trigger electronic ignition system. Replaces Kohler part 47 S. OEM Kohler part 46 S. OEM
Kohler part 47 S. Replaces Kohler part 's 47 S and XS. Each prevents seepage of crankcase oil
from contaminating points contacts. Neoprene Rubber O-Ring. Installs on points pushrod close
to engine block, allowing any seepage of oil to drip down, staying off the points contacts.
Translucent, Silicone Rubber Diaphragm Seal. Held in place by points bracket. IMPORTANT Before installing, apply clean motor oil, gear oil or lubricating grease inside seal or on points

pushrod to prevent premature wear and possible oil leakage of the seal. Also used as part of the
flywheel guard on various Kohler Magnum engine models MM OEM Kohler part S. To install, the
points pushrod hole will need to be precision-machined enlarged exactly to. Ignition Points
Cover Gasket. Protects points contacts from dust, dirt and water contamination. OEM Kohler
part 52 S. Each below requires use of crimp-type electrical pliers. Use for single cylinder Kohler
engines with coil located next to carburetor. Replaces Kohler part AS. Includes 22" length 16
gauge stranded copper wire cut to length if desired and two slip-on crimp connectors. Reuse
original grommet. High quality A-1 Miller's part. High quality aftermarket. Made of 16 gauge
stamped steel. Points cover for Kohler engines with push-button kill switch for magneto ignition
is no longer available. Used and in excellent condition. When available. Including Tecumseh
cast iron block engine models HH80, HH, HH with magneto ignition, Onan model P, and various
other makes and models of small engines with a compact ignition coil. Body length: 33 mm,
width: 17 mm. No longer available from Kohler. Replaces Kohler part S, and Tecumseh part
Each measures:. Which will allow the engine to idle well, but runs erratically when revved up.
Replaces Kohler part S. Copper core spark plugs allows ignition coil to operate cooler and last
longer. Set gap at. Replaces Briggs and Stratton part S. Limited quantity. For best engine
performance, set gap at. OEM Kohler part 25 S. OEM Kohler part 12 S. Fastens directly on spark
plug in air duct shield sheet metal over cylinder head to help maintain cool air over the cylinder
head. Made of neoprene rubber. Use to secure wire s , battery cable, small hose for my remote
fuel primer system , or cable conduit to throttle or choke bracket or bundle of wires along frame
for safe routing. Single wire, throttle cable or small hose clamp. Our part Double wire, battery
cable, throttle cable or small hose clamp. Use for competition pulling only; mount on rear of
tractor. When the pin pulled, it grounds the ignition coil from producing spark. NOTE: With
battery-powered ignition, as soon as pin is pulled engine will die , manually shut off ignition
switch right away to prevent possible damage to the ignition coil and electronic ignition module
if equipped with crank-trigger ignition. This type of switch does not disable power to the electric
fuel pump on a pulling tractor. Keep an extra on hand to replace a damaged or "misplaced" pin
by a disgruntled competitive puller. To be used with a recoil or push-button starter switch to
crank the engine. Very durable, tough switches. Each can be mounted in metal grounded
pedestal, dashboard, instrument panel, engine control panel, flywheel shroud, etc. Use slip-on
female spade crimp-type wire connector on terminal when connecting ignition wire to switch.
Grounded through body of switch. Discontinued from Kohler. Use for security of equipment.
Universal Ignition Key. Fits all key switches listed in this website, most riding mowers and lawn
tractors. Each can be mounted in pedestal, dashboard, instrument panel, engine control panel,
flywheel shroud, etc. Can be used on virtually anything that has a battery-powered ignition or
electrical system, such as: garden tractors, go-karts, pulling tractors, mini-rods, hot-rods, farm
tractors, automobiles, etc. Can be used for lights, ignition, electric fuel pump, electric PTO
clutch, etc. Maximum 20 amp capacity. Maximum 5 amp capacity. Two screw terminal
connection. Replaces Kohler part OEM switch discontinued from Cub Cadet. Used on Cub
Cadet models 70, certain 71's and 72's, and all 's. Use with OEM plug or two slip-on female
spade crimp-type wire connectors on terminals when connecting wires to switch. Normally
Open; push to connect circuit. Use as starter switch to crank engine, as a safety switch,
temporarily power electrical accessories, such as light s , etc. Use slip-on female spade
crimp-type wire connectors on terminals when connecting wires to switch. Normally Off; push
to disconnect circuit. Use as a safety switch for transmission shifter in a pulling vehicle to
disconnect power to the starting circuit when transmission is in gear. Heavy wire terminals and
minimum 8 gauge wire recommended. Each terminal identified for correct wiring connections.
Or use slip-on female spade crimp-type wire connectors on terminals when connecting wires to
switch. Magneto Ignition Key Switch. Can be used for various makes and models of garden
tractors and small engine equipment with battery-powered ignition. To use this universal switch
in an IH-built Cub Cadet garden tractor model 70, 71, 72, 73, 86, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , or LO
BOY, use I , B and S terminals. Must be used with a starter solenoid. Universal Battery Ignition
Key Switch. Battery Ignition Key Switch. Fits IH-built Cub Cadet garden tractor models 70, 71,
72, 73, 86, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , or LO BOY. Can also be used for other makes and models of
garden tractors and various small engine equipment with battery-powered ignition. Must be
used with a starter solenoid to crank the engine to prevent burning out internal contacts in
switch. Plastic Housing Electrical Connector Only. Replace damaged connector when the brass
slide-on spade crimp wire connectors are in good condition. Solder or use terminal crimping
pliers to install on wire. This part was never available from Kohler. Useful when equipment is
not used for a period of time to prevent a slow drain on the battery, prevent short circuits when
performing electrical service on equipment, or for a pulling tractor to prevent accidental starts
or to prevent sabotage at the pull sites by disgruntled pullers. Copper terminals with brass hex

nuts for improved continuity. Comes with protective weather cap and two removable nylon key
locks. Mounting hardware not included. They do not need 12 volts of power because this will
instantly burn up the coil. And save the spark plug wire off the defective coil. It has a metal
conductor, and with a battery coil terminal and rubber boot installed, it can be used in a
battery-powered ignition system. Fits Kohler Magnum engine model M8. Install coil with spark
plug wire facing engine block as shown in picture to the right. Install coil with spark plug wires
facing outward. Coil may fail prematurely in competition pulling with wide open throttle
operation. Use crank-trigger ignition instead. Fits Briggs and Stratton horizontal and vertical
shaft opposed flathead twin cylinder engines. And save the spark plug wires off the defective
coil. They have a metal conductor, and with a battery coil terminal and rubber boot installed,
they can be used in a battery-powered ignition system. OEM Briggs and Stratton part 's , , ,
Self-Energizing Magneto Ignition Coil. Fits all Kohler engine models K91 with magneto ignition.
Spark plug wire not included inserts into coil. NOTE: Usually, the point gap on these engines
sets at. But this coil should produce a stronger spark when used with a Universal Solid State
Electronic Ignition Module see above. Fits various Kohler engine models K, K and K with coil
mounted on U-shaped ignition stator on bearing plate underneath flywheel with magnet rotor on
crankshaft. Will also fit various larger cast iron block Clinton engines with coil mounted on
cylinder, above flywheel. Spark plug wire not included. This coil should produce a stronger
spark when used with a Universal Solid State Electronic Ignition Module see above.
Dimensions: 1. New Old Stock. If you have an engine without these parts and you can't locate
them from any source, your only option is to convert the engine to the battery-powered ignition
system. A small motorcycle battery or a rechargeable 12 volt sealed lead acid SLA battery with a
minimum 4AH Amp Hour rating will need to be required to power the ignition, and with no
charging system, a portable battery charger will need to be used to keep the battery fully
charged when the tractor is not in use so the ignition will produce a strong spark. Universal
Magneto Ignition Coils. Common with Kohler engines mounted to a generator or welder. Set
spark plug gap at. Spark plug wire molded in coil and protrudes opposite side of OEM Kohler
coil. Do not grind out inside of coil! To secure coil on laminations, bend one lamination over
end of coil. Replaces Tecumseh part A. Spark plug wire NOT included with coil. Reuse existing
spark plug wire. If the spark plug wire will not pull out of the old coil, simply cut it off close to
the coil, and use Super Glue to secure it in the new coil. Each can be used with points and
condenser or A-1 Miller's custom crank-trigger and flywheel-trigger electronic ignition. Ideal for
a confined engine compartment with limited space and no place to mount a full size canister
coil. Can be used for general yard and garden engines, or for competition pulling with battery
ignition points and low capacity condenser, or with crank trigger ignition. Coil can withstand
high engine vibrations. When fastened to flywheel shroud, coil will look factory-installed.
Comes with separate spark plug boot and terminal. If necessary, shorten the spark plug wire
don't make it too short! Use slip-on female spade crimp-type wire connectors when connecting
wires to this coil terminals. Above Coil without mounting hardware. Customer supplies own
hardware. Above Coil with mounting hardware. Used, Tested and in excellent condition. Use
with medium capacity condenser. Comes with a 90 day limited warranty. Vibration-Resistant
Epoxy-Filled. This genuine Bosch blue coil is epoxy filled with a steel casing. All epoxy filled or
molded epoxy coils will hold up to severe vibrations, can be mounted in any position and will
not leak oil because there is no oil. New 1. Any 12 volt ignition coil with a 3. The ignition system
will still produce a strong spark because an average small engine requires only a fraction of
voltage from the coil. Each coil below produce a strong spark, and can be used with ignition
points and condenser or A-1 Miller's custom crank-trigger and flywheel-trigger electronic
ignition kits. High quality, high energy epoxy encapsulated universal 4. Can withstand high
engine vibrations. High quality, high energy chrome-plated 4. Same diameter as OEM Kohler
coil. Replaces Kohler part 52 S. High quality, high energy epoxy encapsulated aftermarket 4.
Same appearance and dimensions as OEM Kohler coil. OEM Kohler coil with spark plug wires;
part 52 S. Either coil below can be used with ignition points and condenser or A-1 Miller's
custom crank-trigger and flywheel-trigger electronic ignition kits. NOTE: Coil mounting bracket
not included - discontinued from Kohler; if needed, new mounting holes can be drilled through
coil's laminations next to existing holes to match the holes in OEM Kohler mounting plate, or
new holes can be drilled in the OEM Kohler mounting plate to match the holes in the Harley coil.
They can be connected either way. High quality aftermarket 12 volt coil with 5. High quality
aftermarket 12 volt coil with 3. OEM Kohler part 48 S. Universal design for many applications.
Stranded copper or metal wire delivers maximum energy with zero ohms resistance to the spark
plug, which allows ignition coil to operate cooler and last longer. Solid brass terminals for
maximum conductivity and corrosion resistance. Quality rubber boots keep out dirt and
moisture for reliable engine start up. Engineered for reliability and long life. Spring-lock

terminals insure positive and fold for extra secure connection through the toughest conditions
and multiple spark plug changes. Irrelevant Kohler part number. Battery-powered ignition
systems last longer, produce a stronger spark, and when a part goes bad, it doesn't cost much
to replace. It's a reliable, simple design and there's no guesswork about it. FYI: Battery-powered
ignition conversion kits are intended mainly for various older engines when the OEM magneto
or Breakerless Ignition no longer produce a spark, replacement parts are not available or are
very expensive cost prohibitive. Also, the most hassle when using battery-powered ignition
without a charging system integrated with the engine to recharge the battery is the use of a
remote battery charger. And eventually a new battery will need to be purchased, because they
only last a few years. For a battery to power the ignition, a small, lightweight and rechargeable
12 volt sealed lead acid SLA battery with a minimum 4Ah Amp Hour rating or a small motorcycle
battery can be used. Unlike the key switch for a battery-powered ignition system, the
Breakerless Ignition is self-energizing, and to kill the engine, the key switch grounds out or
shorts the [low voltage] circuit between the energizing coil and ignition module. And the
battery-powered key switch opens the circuit to kill the engine. If swapping out the OEM
Breakerless Ignition, magneto or solid state ignition key switch for a battery-powered ignition
key switch, the wire connectors in the wiring harness will need to be rearranged to match the
terminals on the key switch to power the ignition, crank the engine and run other electrical
accessories. I've done this before on some of my customer's garden tractors and it works great.
Click or tap here for battery-powered ignition wiring diagrams. Personally, I had a customer's
John Deere model with a K Kohler engine with magneto ignition and a 10 amp alternator
charging system the ignition coil and charging coils was on the same stator plate in our shop
for repairs. The engine would start right up and idle well, but not rev up. It would just die out
when throttled up. So I cleaned the entire carburetor, including clearing out anything that may
have been in the main jet, tried a new Autolite copper core spark plug gapped at. This ignition
system is obviously a notorious, poor design from Kohler. Anyway, I had no choice but to
convert the engine to the more reliable battery-powered ignition system. Being the has a
confined engine compartment with limited space, there is no place to mount a full size canister
coil. So I fastened a new compact epoxy encapsulated 12 volt 3. Then I used a couple of spacers
for the coil, and fastened the coil to the shroud with a couple of matching UNC or UNF screws
with split lock washers. The coil looked almost factory installed. I could have tack-welded the
head of the screws on the inside of the flywheel shroud instead, and fastened the coil with a
couple of nuts on the screws from the outside. Either way would've worked fine. Anyway, then I
replaced the OEM off-ignition-start magneto key switch with a new battery-powered ignition key
switch. I also reused the same ignition points and small [magneto ignition] condenser my
customer previously installed new points and condenser with this compact coil. The magneto
ignition condenser worked well with the small coil. I set the spark plug gap at. Anyway, when I
finished, the engine started right up, idled smoothly, revved up at full RPM with no hesitation or
misfire. If you have a similar ignition problem like this and if you're interested, I offer all the
parts, including a new compact epoxy encapsulated 12 volt 3. See the complete ignition
conversion kit s below. I also can convert your tractor from a faulty magneto ignition to the
more reliable battery-powered ignition if you don't mind bringing your tractor to my shop. Reuse
same type of spark plug and existing ignition points if in good condition , but set the point gap
at. A fully charged 12 volt battery is required for this ignition system. When ordering, please
indicate model of engine. When ordering, please specify model of engine for correct type of
spark plug. Go here for choice of switches. The original magneto coil can be removed from the
stator. It will not be needed. If the stator has charging coils, leave them installed and connected
so they can recharge the battery and power electrical accessories. Complete Ignition Kit above
without switches. Customer supplies own switches. And the original magneto coil can be
removed from the stator. Please call or email A-1 Miller's for your needs. But sometimes the
points lobe on the cam will wear, and the ignition timing can't be fully advanced with a. On a
Kohler and virtually any engine without an ignition distributor , widening or narrowing of the
points gap is how the ignition timing is adjusted. Widening the gap advances the timing and
narrowing it retards the timing, and rotating the distributor does the same. On a Kohler engine,
adjust the ignition points by first positioning the piston at TDC on the compression stroke. This
is when both valves are fully closed. Then slightly loosen the adjustment screw on the ignition
points and place the flat screwdriver in the slot on the points bracket and points lever to widen
and narrow the point gap. Then use a [clean]. If the screw that fastens the ignition points to the
bracket is difficult to get at with a screwdriver on the equipment, then install a socket Allen
Head screw and use an angled hex key Allen wrench to loosen and tighten the screw that
clamps the ignition points in place. If it is, the spark will occur when the exhaust valve opens
slightly to relieve the compression , and the engine may not start or be hard to start. It may pop

out the carburetor instead. To start any engine with advanced timing and under full
compression, two separate switches will need to be used. To make this work, first crank the
engine over, and while it's cranking over, choke the carburetor or use my remote fuel primer
system, which is much easier to use , then flip the ignition switch to "put the spark to it. This
method works because the continuing centrifugal spinning force of the flywheel prevents the
engine from "kicking back" when power is being supplied to the ignition. The point gap on
virtually all 4-cycle small gas engines, rather if it has one or two cylinders, is set at. This is when
the valves 1 cylinder for a twin cylinder are fully closed. A better way is to statically engine not
running set the timing. But the most accurate way is use an automotive strobe timing light to
dynamically set the timing. To make this happen To test the connection, set the ignition points
gap at. On Kohler flywheels, there should be a T and S stamped on the outer edge of the
flywheel with a line stamped underneath each letter. Clean the area off, and use a Sharpie
metallic silver permanent marker , yellow or white paint marker , or a white or yellow paint mark
with a small artist brush, to place a brightly colored mark on the S mark [punched line] so it can
be easily seen with the naked eye and with an automotive inductive timing light. This is where
the ignition timing sets if the engine is equipped with an older two-piece camshaft with a
rotating automatic timing advance mechanism ignition points lobe. This is where the timing sets
if the engine is equipped with a one-piece camshaft that came with an automatic compression
release ACR mechanism. On the Kohler K-series hp cast iron block engines, there are three
different places where the timing sight hole is located. You will need to look under the starter
bracket to see the sight hole. It may have a factory installed zinc hole plug in it. If the timing
sight hole is on either side of the flywheel shroud, then the timing marks are located on the
outer edge of the flywheel. But if the timing sight hole is on the backside of the bearing plate,
then the timing marks are located on the backside edge of the flywheel. If there's no timing
marks at all on the flywheel, such as with certain billet steel flywheels, the flywheel will need to
be degreed-in with a degree wheel, dial indicator and piston stop to create new timing marks.
Some billet steel flywheels have the timing marks inscribed on the backside edge of the
flywheel, and must be transferred to the outer edge for visibility when using a factory flywheel
shroud. Slowly rotate the flywheel back and forth by hand, and when the timing mark on the
flywheel S for ACR camshaft or T for two-piece camshaft is aligned with the center of the sight
hole or raised mark on the bearing plate and at the same time, observe the ohmmeter make sure
the battery is fully charged or battery-powered test light. The ohmmeter should show an
intermittent connection or the test light should flicker. If necessary, widen or narrow the point
gap until the ignition points make contact the exact moment the timing marks are aligned. It is
at this position when the ignition timing is accurately set. No further adjustments is required.
It'll be a good thing to check the ignition timing periodically as the ignition points contacts
wear. With advanced timing, and no mechanical timing retard or no automatic compression
release, chances are this will cause the engine to "kick back" when attempting to start it. This
method works because the continuing spinning centrifugal force of the flywheel prevents the
engine from "kicking back" when power is being supplied to the ignition. The most accurate
way to set the ignition timing is dynamically. This is with the engine running and an automotive
strobe timing light. With the engine running at idle speed, shine the timing light through the
sight hole in the flywheel shroud to see the painted " S " mark on the flywheel and the raised
mark on the bearing plate. This cannot be done on an aftermarket steel flywheel or [starter]
pulley on the PTO end of the crankshaft with no timing marks. The ignition timing greatly
depends on where the spark plug is located in the combustion chamber. Most plugs are
centered in the combustion chamber. But if it's closer to the exhaust valve, the timing must be
advanced slightly more. Location of the spark plug in the combustion chamber and proper
ignition timing are two things that's very important in engine performance. Actually, it's best to
set the timing with some test pulls or with the engine connected to an engine dynamometer.
However, after getting the engine started, it's always a good thing to use either an automotive
non-inductive or inductive strobe timing light to check to see if the timing is set exactly where
it's supposed to be. This is called setting the timing dynamically. Use a timing light when the
timing marks on both the bearing plate and flywheel are perfectly aligned. All that'll do is
seriously overheat the engine and ruin parts. To use an inductive strobe timing light, the engine
can be running while connecting the clamps on the battery posts in their respective order, then
connect the inductive pickup on the spark plug wire. On a twin cylinder engine, connect it on
the 1 cylinder spark plug wire. The 1 cylinder is the one closest to the flywheel. If using an
inductive strobe timing light with an advance adjustment, make sure it's set at 0 zero before
setting the timing at the S mark. If an engine has an automatic compression release on the
camshaft and the valve clearance is set right at least for the exhaust valve , chances are the
engine will not "kick back" when attempting to start the engine. The ignition on Kohler engines

aren't like the ignition on most automotive engines. You don't dwell-in the ignition points on a
Kohler engine. Instead, you set the point gap at. NOTE: If the ignition timing is set right and the
engine kicks back when trying to start, sometimes, but not always, the compression release
isn't releasing enough compression from the combustion chamber. Try setting the valve
clearances to specs and see if that makes a difference. If the timing is retarded to reduce the
possibility of "kick back", then the engine will run sluggish and not produce enough power. On
the K 10hp Kohler engines, the ignition points just begin to open when the piston is located
exactly at. And on the K 12hp , K 14hp , K 16hp flathead engines and K 18hp OHV engines, the
ignition points just begin to open when the piston is located exactly at. Distances shown is
when the S mark on the flywheel is aligned with the mark on the bearing plate. Take into
consideration if the piston doesn't come flush with the top of the block, or if it protrudes out of
the cylinder. To make this work, first crank the engine over, and while it's cranking over, choke
the carburetor or use my remote fuel primer system , which is much easier to use , then flip the
ignition switch to "put the spark to it. The marks with a number 10, 20, 30, etc. Depending on the
size of the engine, for a reading of. Then, slowly rotate the crankshaft in opposite of normal
engine rotation until the needle reads 0 degrees BTDC. The needle will move in the
counterclockwise direction back to the 0 degree mark as the piston moves downward in the
cylinder. It has a metal hole cover plug in it. Remove the plug, then slowly rotate the flywheel by
hand until you see the S mark. Place a white paint mark on the line. Now connect an automotive
strobe timing light, start the engine and note if the mark appears midway in the sight hole. If not,
adjust the ignition points until the mark is centered in the hole. This is how you set the ignition
timing with a timing light. It is recommended that a steel flywheel be degreed in on an engine to
locate true TDC. Mark the flywheel every 5 degrees out up to 35 degrees BTDC. Use a continuity
tester to set ignition points to desired ignition timing by gapping ignition points. Ignition timing
must be properly set for any engine for it to produce full power. When measuring the piston
distance, take in consideration if a piston protrudes out of the cylinder or if it doesn't come
flush with the top of the block. And don't trust strange markings on the flywheel. For precise
accuracy, use an ohmmeter d make sure the battery is fully charged or a battery-powered test
light in the ignition points only the ignition points will act as a switch , a dial indicator to
measure the distance of the piston in the cylinder, fasten a degree wheel to the crankshaft
flywheel end and you'll need to fabricate a piston stop. On a flathead engine, to serve as a
piston stop, a long reach spark plug can be used, and the cylinder head must be positioned so
the spark plug is over the piston. Degree Wheel The degree wheel is a round disc usually made
of aluminum with the facing edge marked off in degrees, similar to the markings on a protractor.
When used in conjunction with a dial indicator, it's installed on the crankshaft during the engine
build to degree the cam in and check for correct valve timing events. It can also be used to
check for accurate ignition timing. When in use, a degree wheel is fastened to the front of the
crankshaft automotive engines or flywheel end small engines. If it's fastened to the PTO end, it
will need to face the engine block and be read from that position. Dial Indicator and Magnetic
Base dial indicator is necessary to check for correct valve timing to tell precisely when a valve
starts to open and the moment it closes. This opening and closing is very critical for high
performance engines and cannot be done by feel or by sight. A dial indicator can also be used
to set accurate ignition timing in relation to piston travel. Each mark on the face of a dial
indicator represents one thousandth of an inch. A dial indicator always mounts on top of the
engine block with a sturdy bolt-on bracket or a magnetic base. Dial indicators are very precision
and delicate instruments. Care must be used in handling one. The piston stop tool is always
used on the 1 piston, which is closest to the flywheel on a multi-cylinder air-cooled engine, and
closest to the front of an automotive engine. As far as I am aware of, a deck-mounted, flat bar
piston stop cannot be purchased from any source. One will need to be made from scratch.
Adjustment of the spark plug is used to "stop" the piston. Simply position and fasten the head
on the block with a couple of bolts with the plug over the piston. The spark plug can be adjusted
up or down to find true top dead center of the piston in relationship with the degree wheel. A
blunt-end not to damage the piston steel rod may need to be welded on the end of the plug for
an extended reach. If a piston pops out of the cylinder at TDC, then install flat washers as
needed so the head will clear the piston at TDC. Adjustment of the bolt is used to "stop" the
piston. If a piston pops out of the cylinder at TDC, then install flat washers as needed so the bar
will clear the piston at TDC. To check and adjust the cam or ignition timing on an OHV Over
Head Valve engine with the cylinder head installed on the engine block, a low-cost and simple
bump-stop piston stop tool can be made from a 14mm spark plug non-fouler. To convert a spark
plug non-fouler into a bump-stop for a piston stop Weld a "T" handle on the end of the threaded
rod to rotate it up and down in the non-fouler. Place a thin jam nut and flat washer on the
threaded rod, insert the threaded rod through the non-fouler to serve as the bump-stop. To use,

the non-fouler will need to be tightened in the head, then the bolt can be adjusted for piston
travel in relationship with the degree wheel. To learn more, read on Parts needed are a degree
wheel, dial indicator and piston stop. Or on a flathead engine, a long reach spark plug can be
used, and the cylinder head can be positioned it so the spark plug is over the piston. Remove
the cylinder head from the engine. Fashion a rigid pointer from stiff wire or an old coat hanger
and attach it to the engine block. This pointer locates the degrees on the degree wheel. Now
turn the crankshaft opposite the running rotation approximately degrees. Install the piston stop
on the top of the engine block fastened in place by two head bolts. NOTE: If a piston protrudes
out of the cylinder at TDC, then to use the piston stop, you'll need to install several flat washers
or a spacer between the piston stop and engine block so the piston will clear it and go past the
TDC mark. Continue to turn the engine in the same direction until the piston comes back up and
just touches the piston stop. Make a note of the exact number on the degree wheel that the
pointer is on. Rotate the engine in the other direction running rotation until the piston comes
back up and touches the piston stop. Again note the number where the pointer is. Remove the
piston stop and rotate the crankshaft to the midpoint of the two marks. At this point the piston
is at the true top dead center. Don't rotate the crankshaft to do this! Slowly rotate the engine in
reverse normal rotation. The test light should be on. If not, adjust the ignition points so it is on.
The test light should've gone off or flickered by now. If not, set the ignition points so they just
start to open and the light flickers. Once the degree wheel is in the proper position, the breaker
points should just begin to open. Or, when using crank-trigger and flywheel-trigger ignition ,
check or set the initial timing by positioning the center of the magnetic pickup coil or 3-wire
inductive proximity sensor with the center of the detectable target, rather if it's a small magnet,
screw, pin, projection hump or OEM protruding bolt head on the edge of a flywheel or on a
rotating disc. It is at this moment when spark occurs. And it's at this point that the ignition
timing is set correctly. Mark the flywheel or front pulley where the timing marks are on the
degree wheel for setting the timing with an automotive inductive strobe timing light in the
future. Magnetic pickup coils and proximity sensors are very sensitive to mechanical damage
and electrical damage if connected wrong. If the gap is wider than. Direct metal contact with
either sensor could damage them. When in doubt if a sensor is mechanically damaged, look at
the end of it with the strong magnifying glass to see any damage. If it is damaged, it needs to be
replaced. A magnetic pickup coil can be tested with a digital multimeter set on m DC, with the
negative lead of the meter on the white wire of the pickup coil and positive lead on the black
wire, then pass a small steel screw or bolt over the end of the magnetic pickup coil. If the meter
shows a reading, the pickup coil is in good condition. Proximity Sensors are a like a switch and
a small generator. The "Positive" is when the sensor is in close proximity of the target this is
when spark occurs , and the "Negative" is when the sensor is NOT in close proximity of the
target empty space; no spark occurs. These type of sensors are known as Normally Open.
Normally Open is the same as when a mechanical switch is always turned off. The "Negative" is
when the sensor is NOT in close proximity of the target no spark occurs , and the "Positive" is
when the sensor is in close proximity of the target empty space; this when spark occurs. These
type of sensors are known as Normally Closed. Normally Closed is the same as when a
mechanical switch is always turned on. The circuit is closed or connected, and power is
supplied to the electronic ignition control module. A Normally Open proximity sensor produce
electrical current to the ignition module only when it comes in close proximity of a detectable
ferrous metal steel or cast iron object, then the circuit is closed LED sensor comes on.
Proximity Sensors can only generate electricity when they come in close proximity of a small or
narrow detectable iron-based ferrous metal object that a magnet can stick to. A special type of
proximity sensor is required to work with non-magnetic metals, such as: aluminum, brass,
copper, stainless steel, titanium, etc. Metal detectors, the kind that treasure hunters use, have
the special type of proximity sensor. Normally Open proximity sensors are used mainly for
crank-trigger and flywheel-trigger electronic ignition systems on gas engines. But a Normally
Closed sensor works opposite. The "inductive" proximity sensors can only detect iron-based
metal objects, such as steel, that a magnet can stick to. They will not work with non-magnetic
metals, such as: aluminum, brass, stainless steel, titanium, etc. And the "hall effect" proximity
sensors can only detect the presence of a magnetized metal object, such as the head of a
ferrous metal steel screw fastening a magnet to a disc or flywheel. Proximity sensors produce
electrical current to the module at all times LED sensor goes off while external power is
supplied to it except when it comes in close proximity of a detectable ferrous metal object, then
the circuit is opened LED sensor comes on. If the proximity sensor is wired incorrectly, the LED
will stay on and go off when activated. Proximity sensors are used mainly in places where
security is needed. They can be used for exterior windows or doors in a secured building. Also,
when a Normally Open proximity sensor is used with electronic crank-trigger and

flywheel-trigger ignition , the wider the gap in the rotating disc, the longer the duration of the
spark, which makes for a more thorough burning of the fuel. It's almost impossible to tell the
difference between a Normally Open and Normally Closed sensor just by looking at them
because they appear to be identical. The LED or light bulb connects in place of the ignition coil.
The positive wire usually red in color connects to the B terminal on the module, and the
negative lead connects to the C terminal. And the two wires on the light bulb can connect either
way to B and C. Also, two separate proximity sensors, one used for a brake light and the other
for a safety indicator light, and one module can be used to power one LED or one low-amp light,
but both proximity sensors must be either Normally Open or Normally Closed. One will not work
with the other with the same module. Magnetic pickup coils have two wires, are self-generating
and require no external power. They can only generate electricity when they come in close
proximity of a small or narrow detectable iron-based ferrous metal object that a magnet can
stick to. They will not work with non-magnetic metals, such as: aluminum, brass, copper,
stainless steel, titanium, etc. And a non-magnetic pickup coil also have two wires, are
self-generating and require no external power. They can only generate electricity when it comes
in close proximity of a small or narrow detectable magnet or magnetized metal object, such as
the head of a ferrous metal steel screw fastening a magnet to the edge of a disc or flywheel. On
all aluminum block flathead Tecumseh engines, the entire ignition system is located under the
flywheel. There is no ignition points lobe on the camshaft. I've replaced many of these points
and condensers over the years. I also had to reset the ignition timing whenever I removed the
stator to replace the oil seal or rebuild the engine. This puts the stator back in its original
position when reinstalling it. The original indention of the serrated washer under each bolt can
also be used to put the stator back in its original position. By the way - instead of using a dial
indicator to find the distance of the piston BTDC, I've always used a. I place the washer on top
of the piston, then run the piston up on the compression stroke until the washer comes flush
with the deck of the block. Use a feeler gauge to set the ignition points at. And make sure the
feeler gauge, ignition points contacts and rubbing block are absolutely clean of dirt or debris,
too! Also, it's important to apply a small amount of motor oil on the lubricator felt or a dab of
lubricating grease on the rubbing block to prevent the plastic actuator lever from wearing,
which will eventually retard the ignition timing, resulting in hard starting and loss of engine
power. To set the ignition timing, with the cylinder head removed, for all Small Frame Tecumseh
engines up to the small block 5hp; including all walk-behind lawn mowers, certain midsize
snowblowers, garden tillers, etc. For all Medium Frame Tecumseh 5hp [medium size block] and
6hp cast iron and aluminum block engines, position the piston at. And for the Medium Frame
Tecumseh 7hp, 8hp and 10hp aluminum block engines, position the piston at. To set the piston
at the correct distance in the cylinder, use a dial indicator or use a large flat washer of either.
With the piston set at the correct distance in the cylinder do not disturb the rotation of the
crankshaft , slightly loosen the two stator retaining bolts, and rotate the stator by hand JUST
when the ignition points begin to open. It is at this point when spark occurs. Do not rotate the
crankshaft to do this! You can visually see when the ignition points begin to open. For a more
accurate setting, use a multimeter set on the Ohms d resistance make sure the battery in the
multimeter is fully charged or use a battery-powered test light in the ignition points, with the
ignition points acting as a switch to turn the light off and on. When the timing is correctly set,
securely tighten the stator bolts. NOTE: If the ignition timing is set correct and the engine kicks
back upon starting, sometimes, but not always, the compression release mechanism on the
camshaft isn't releasing enough compression from the combustion chamber. When this
happens, try setting the valve clearances to specs. If the timing is retarded to reduce the
possibility of "kick back", then the engine will be hard to start, run sluggish and not produce
adequate power. To install a solid state electronic ignition module on a small and medium frame
Tecumseh engine without a charging stator and ring of magnets under the flywheel , the ignition
points will need to be installed as described above only to set the stator in the correct position
for the ignition timing, and then the solid state electronic ignition module can be installed. If the
stator mounting bolts are loosened and the stator is rotated for any reason, the setting of the
timing with the ignition points as described above will need to be repeated. Therefore, it's best
to place a scribe mark made with a wide-blade cold chisel against the edge of the stator
laminations and one or both of the raised bolt bosses on the engine block. This way, the stator
can be reinstalled with the chisel mark s aligned and the timing will be set correctly. But if the
original stator is replaced with one from another engine, the setting of the timing with the
ignition points will need to be repeated. A-1 Miller's is still in business and still offering all the
parts and services that's listed in this website. And due to the US Postal Service disruptions
related to the COVID pandemic, some of our customer's mail order packages may be delayed
and take longer longer than usual to be delivered, especially outside the U. Learn how to

fabricate a foolproof killswitch for a competition pulling tractor. Learn how to accurately set the
[points and condenser] ignition timing on virtually any gas engine without using a feeler gauge.
Learn how to set the [points and condenser] ignition timing on an aluminum block flathead
Tecumseh engine. Hybrid Ignition System. If you would like to purchase any of the parts or
services listed in this website, please contact A-1 Miller's Performance Enterprises W. Ignition
Points for Kohler, Tecumseh and Clinton engines. Points Pushrod Seals. This ignition system
works flawlessly! Replaces points and condenser. The ignition system listed below works
excellent with the OEM Kohler twin cylinder ignition coil to produce a strong, reliable spark. The
sensor is activated by the South pole of the magnet, so do not remove the screw from the
magnet! The capped tip will not dry out and clog when stored upright. An original, ingenious
and innovative concept design invention by Brian Miller. These ignition systems will not work
on the KT17 and KT19 first design engines because there are no bosses on the cylinder s to drill
for bolt holes to mount the ignition bracket. I realize this would be a lot of work just to use
electronic ignition on a KT17 or KT19 first design engine, but this is the best way of making it
happen. Scroll down for more information. This ignition system operates off the flywheel end of
the crankshaft. This ignition system may outlast the life of the engine. This is a high
performance ignition system that produce a stable and very strong spark, even with a stock
ignition coil, allowing the engine to start quick, idle smoothly and rev up to full RPM with no
hesitation or misfire to produce more power. This revolutionizes the ignition system for the
opposed twin cylinder Kohler engines! Use this setup for durability instead of points and
condenser. Use the OEM ignition coil with metal core spark plug wires and copper core spark
plugs gapped at. But the module will burn up if the ignition switch is left on for more than a few
minutes with the engine not running. An ingenious and innovative concept by Brian Miller
because nobody else advertise this kind of ignition setup. This ignition system operates off the
PTO end of the engine and is mainly for competition pulling engines that have nothing on the
PTO end of the crankshaft. The compact high energy dual-spark plug wire ignition coil is
fastened above the Dynatek Dyna S module on a sturdy aluminum mounting plate; cleans up
the engine compartment. This is a high performance ignition system that produce a stable and
very strong spark, even with a stock ignition coil, allowing the engine to start quick, idle
smoothly and rev up to full speed. Use this setup for durability when the solid state ignition coil
keeps failing for no apparent reason. Remove the OEM solid state ignition coil and aluminum
bracket. They will serve no purpose with this kit. Use with copper core spark plugs gapped at.
Please specify diameter of crankshaft PTO end for the locking collar when ordering. Picture of
this setup coming soon. An ingenious and innovative concept by Brian Miller because nobody
else advertise this type of ignition system. Customer can reuse the original key switch. This
ignition system requires 12 volts DC of power. Hall Effect integrated circuit means no points to
burn, and no moving parts to wear out. Epoxy molding makes the module impervious to dirt, oil,
grease and moisture. Stable timing - no need for any adjustments. The PerTronix Ignitor must
be used with a minimum 3. Most small engine battery ignition coils have a 3. But test your coil
just to make sure! Compact and out-of-the-way design. No "bulky ignition box" and wiring to
clutter the engine compartment. Stable ignition timing with solid state electronic circuitry. No
points to burn or wear, and no need for adjustment Compatible with most ignition coils with a
minimum of 0. This type of electronic ignition sends more energy to the coil, which delivers
twice the voltage to the spark plug, increasing horsepower, engine efficiency and spark plug
life. It allows the engine to start quicker, idle smoothly, rev up to full RPM with no hesitation or
misfire and produce more power. Cold weather engine start-up energy boost and maintains
peak energy throughout the entire engine RPM. The Cal-look Lounge. Welcome, Guest. Please
login or register. Did you miss your activation email? Thank you for your support! Full Member
Posts: Mallory Super Magneto wiring question. Currently working on changing my ignition to a
Mallory Super Mag with external coil. From what I've found out on the internet, I need a
Autometer signal converter part nr: I have wiring diagram for all the components but none of
them exactly describes how to hook them up together. I've made a wiring diagram and was
wondering if some have any experience with this kind of set up? Is this the right way to connect
the components? I Discussed this with Johnny Steiro yesterday and found out that I would try
to connect the rev limiter first and than just the rev counter to see if they work separately and
then try to hook up both, that way I will find out if I need a second inductive trigger. Re: Mallory
Super Magneto wiring question. And another one [ Attachment: You are not allowed to view
attachments ]. Newbie Posts: I have run a Mallory mag in my race car for many years and they
work awesome if you keep it as simple as possible I love the fact that the faster it spins, the
hotter the spark. I can tell you that the Pro Control never really worked well or designed for as a
rev control for an external coil mag, you will burn it up in no time! They are fine as a
rpm-activated switch, but cannot handle the current for a rev control. As for the signal

converter, sometimes they work and sometimes they don't. There are still some Autometer
memory tachs for the Mallory mag still floating around so maybe keep an eye out for them, they
work very well. But if you have no choice but to run the converter, mount it up in the front of the
car near the tach. As far as rev limiters go, look into ETC. Spud Miller just put a how-to article
on the FIE website on making a rev limiter with a crank trigger pickup and a few other parts, it
looks real trick! Bottom line, the magneto, although still the easiest, best performing for
simplicity ignition, is old-school technology so you need to think in those terms. The setup for
my race car is as follows: Mallory mag with locked out advance and red top coil, Autometer tach
and shift light both with the inductive pickup at the coil end, a 2-stage ETC Rev Limiter with the
launch "stage" controlled by a pressure switch off of the staging brake, a amp kill switch up
front and the big Flaming River battery disconnect on the side of the car which is wired to the
coil to kill both 12v power and shut down the motor expensive switch! Everything is working as
it should, and seems to be accurate. Oh forgot, I do run the Start Assist box which is a must for
me. I have compression and an Odyssey battery and it would not spark at all If you are running
lower compression and a bigger battery, you might not need the assist box, just saying it
helped me and is an option. Also, if the car is for racing, solid core wires are a must. Looking at
your photos, the coil needs to be mounted with the top up and the wire to the side. I upgraded
my coil to the A coil as I had the same coil as you and it died pretty quickly as it is the old very
style that struggled to perform. I hope this info helps and feel free to contact me if you have any
questions. Great info JP! I was considering the ETC 2-step but thought it was a bit expensive so
opted for the Pro Control which seems to have been a bad decision from what you have
experienced. In the end with the inductive trigger and signal converter it has ended up at almost
the same price as the ETC 2-step My car is not meant to be a full time race car but has been so
for the last 4 years :- so the rev limiter is more like a fail safe. That said, the ETC would have
done both hate it when I make stupid decisions but as I have all the components now and my
funds are pretty much drained the ETC will have to wait until next season unless it burns up.
The ETC will definitely make it easier to get more consistent launches. I'm "only" running
compression and Optima red top so I don't think I will need the Start Assist box, but valuable
information if the motor wont start. Thanks for noticing me about the coil, haven't cross my
mind, will need to make a new bracket. If I understand you correct the bracket on the coil should
be facing downwards? As I'm into the cal-look style, I like to keep visible things as period
correct as possible so I'm not to keen on changing the coil. I have tested the mag and coil in a
ignition testing machine so at least I know it works for know Insane spark!!! Again, thank you so
much for sharing your experience. It was really helpful! Thought these articles could be of
interest to others than me so here's the links. Powered by SMF 1. Pages: [ 1 ]. JavaScript seems
to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to turn on
Javascript in your browser. Advanced Search. Home Accessories Electronic Modules. Product
Shipping in 2 business days. Description: T. Skip to the end of the images gallery. Skip to the
beginning of the images gallery. Additional Notes. Add to Cart. Feature Points Measures 1.
Thank you for your question. We would need more information to know if this would work.
Please give our tech line a call at Answered by: Natalia from AutoMeter. It is a 2 wire sensor and
my gauge is a single wire gauge, I'm assuming it grounds through the other gauges. Will this
provide a signal for my Tach? Hello, I have a Mercury 4 cylinder outboard motor that uses a
Kiekhaefer Mercury 4D-3 magneto with an internal coil. It appears this unit will work for me and
will adapt any of your tachs for use with my motor? I submitted the question before reading the
other posted questions Other sources I've researched say that it might work but that Autometer
doesn't market the as compatible due to noise issues. I'm interested in a tach but purchasing
the and a tach is a lot to risk for something that MIGHT work Thanks, Brian Answered by: Brian
Merc Hi, I also have a vertex internal coil IAC mag and wish to connect to a regular autometer
tach. I have a new old stock mag signal converter that fixes to the outside of the mag with a
band clamp. Autometer used to sell them. Will this work with the mag? Jim, re-read m
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y question. I said I have an early signal pick up sold by autometer many years ago that is still
new. Will this unit work with an aircraft magneto to power my Autometer tach? Unfortunately
this will not work with any aircraft magneto. Answered by: Steve from AutoMeter. Have a
Mallory Supermag with external coil. Will this allow me to use a tach? Thank you for your
inquiry. The will allow our standard ignition tachometers to work with Mallory Mags with
external coil. Answered by: Jim from AutoMeter. I have a mag 44 with a msd grid am getting the
tach signal from the mag, I do not have a crank trigger. The signal is not totally correct, the rpm

operated shifter always shifts couple thousand rpm off. Can you suggest? Your issue may be
best addressed by calling our Tech Support Line at We do not make a signal converter for
internal coil magnetos, our's only work with external coil magnetos. We do have a company we
work with that makes caps for your magneto that you can use with our gauges.

